ABSTRACT Multi-party video conferencing (MPVC) is the next big opportunity for Internet streaming. Commercial MPVC solutions are either server-based or peer-to-peer (P2P)-based, which both have performance limitations. P2P technology is expected to dominate the MPVC platform. There are four requirements for a robust MPVC system: 1) realistic network assumptions; 2) realistic system settings; 3) multi-rate support; and 4) any-view support. Existing academic works study the problem from a theoretical perspective, and none of them meets all four requirements simultaneously. We design CoolConferencing, an overlay network for robust P2P MPVC. The core operations follow the easy-to-implement, robust, and resilient data-driven principle, which does not maintain complex global structures such as dissemination trees and can adapt to network dynamic distributedly and quickly. CoolConferencing is a robust system that meets all four requirements simultaneously. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work which examines its MPVC approach under various realistic network environments. We have evaluated CoolConferencing via an event-driven simulation. Compared with state-of-the-art video conferencing solutions, CoolConferencing achieves around 25% gain than Mutualcast and around 9% gain than Celerity in performance. Moreover, when the helper mechanism is enabled, CoolConferencing can easily exploit all available bandwidth to get optimal video transmission performance.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
Multi-party video conferencing (MPVC), which involves more than two participants in a live video conferencing session, is the next big opportunity for Internet streaming [1] - [5] . For a long time, due to its stringent bandwidth and delay requirements, MPVC has been limited to business market with dedicated equipments and network settings. Only recently, commercial platforms start to offer MPVC services to end-consumers; the leading providers are Skype Video Calls [6] , Google+ Hangout [7] and Apple iChat [8] .
Peer-to-peer technology is expected to dominate the MPVC platform. Existing commercial MPVC solutions are either server-based or directly-peered, which both have performance limitations. The effectiveness of peer-topeer (P2P) Internet streaming has been proven by the success of many live streaming (Live) [9] - [11] and video-ondemand (VoD) systems [12] - [14] . P2P based systems can dramatically reduce the server load, and are ideal platforms for scalable content distribution.
In this paper, we demonstrate the design of a robust peerto-peer multi-party video conferencing system.
B. CHALLENGE
Unlike Live or VoD streaming, in video telephony (both two-party and multi-party), the users' Quality-ofExperience (QoE) could degrade significantly if the oneway video delay goes over 350 milli-seconds [15] . Unlike two-party video chat, a MPVC session has many concurrent video sources, and each participant may watch videos of all other participants; the required system capacity can be quadratically proportional to the number of participants [1] , [4] .
To build a robust MPVC system, there are four requirements that need to be considered:
• Realistic network assumptions. The first issue is network bottleneck. Many P2P analytic studies only consider the cases where bandwidth bottlenecks reside at the edge of the network, i.e., uplinks or downlinks of end systems. While in practise, bottlenecks can appear anywhere in the network core [16] , [17] . The second issue is network delay. Many existing studies only control the number of propagation hops, but ignore the explicit delay of the underlying network. However, one-way delay between two overlay nodes can easily go beyond hundreds of milli-seconds [18] , which is not negligible for viewing experience. Even worse, both network bandwidth and delay are dynamic in Internet.
• Realistic system settings. A P2P system should have a efficient utilization of network resource to optimize user experience; still, it is not uncommon that in many situations, the sum of participants' uplink bandwidth falls short to meet the content demand. In current P2P streaming networks, the helper mechanism is widely used [19] - [21] . A helper is a special peer, which receives videos streams for the purpose of helping the session; it is not a participant of the ongoing video conference; it can be either an idle video conference client, or a dedicated server provided by the service provider. Due to highly stringent capacity requirements, helpers are even more important in MPVC than in Live and VoD.
• Multi-rate support. In practice, the requirement of streaming rate varies across users, especially for mobile users [22] , [23] . For example, a mobile terminal may not need a high resolution playback due to the restricted screen size, even though the access link is abundant in bandwidth. Also, since WiFi hotspots are crowded usually, and cellular networks provide low bandwidth, high-bandwidth wireless/cellular access sometimes is really rare for video streaming. Moreover, a mobile user may also choose to reduce the data rate due to limited usage quota enforced by the operator contract.
• Any-view support. To date, the dominant MPVC viewing mode is still all-view, whereby every participant watches videos of all others. Without the freedom of choices, all participants are viewed equally and cause the same bandwidth. As a result, Skype Video Call suggests to limit the number of participants to lower than 5. Note that users have subjective preference of video quality [24] . We argue that a system should respect the most flexible user choices, such as choosing arbitrary number of high quality participants, and completely close some participants' video; we name this mode any-view. There exists several academic works for P2P-based MPVC recently [25] - [29] . However, most related works study the problem from a theoretical perspective. None of them meets all four requirements simultaneously (see § II-B for details).
C. CONTRIBUTIONS
To this end, we design CoolConferencing, an overlay network for P2P multi-party video conferencing. The core operations in CoolConferencing follow the data-driven principal [10] : a mesh topology is established among participants for each session; every participant periodically exchanges video data availability and status information with others; a participant retrieves desired video data from, and supplies data to, others. The data-driven design has two well-recognized advantages: (1) easy-to-implement, as it does not maintain complex global structures such as dissemination trees; and (2) robust and resilient, as our solution is purely distributed, without single point of failure which can adapt to network dynamic distributedly and quickly, and receivers can adaptively switch among multiple possible data suppliers based on the up-to-date data availability and status information.
CoolConferencing is a practical system that meets all four requirements simultaneously. Also, to our best knowledge, there is no existing work which examines its MPVC approach under various realistic network environments. For Live and VoD, Liang et al. have exploited the balance between the P2P streaming performance and the design complexity [30] . They conclude that the performance is insensitive to scheduling when the streaming rate is low and long playback delays are tolerable, and P2P streaming performance becomes highly sensitive to scheduling when the streaming rate approaches the maximum supportable rate of the system and the tolerable delays become small. As we have mentioned above, MPVC is more demanding in both delay and bandwidth requirement.
We have evaluated CoolConferencing via an event-driven simulation. Compared with a state-of-the-art video conferencing solution, CoolConferencing can achieve around 25% gain over Mutualcast [29] and 9% gain over Celerity [27] when supply ratio of the system equals to 1. Moreover, when the helper mechanism is enabled, CoolConferencing can easily exploit all available bandwidth to get optimal video transmission performance.
We describe the general architecture and important building blocks of CoolConferencing (Section III). The peer design is discussed (Section IV). By extensive evaluations, we demonstrate that CoolConferencing can deliver close to optimum performance under various network environments (Section V). Finally we conclude the paper (Section VI).
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present backgrounds of P2P Internet streaming and discuss unique challenges of multi-party video conferencing. The related industry and academic works are reviewed and compared with CoolConferencing.
A. INTERNET STREAMING 1) LIVE AND VoD
Online streaming is already dominating the traffic in today's Internet. Currently, two major applications of streaming are VOLUME 5, 2017 live-streaming (Live) and video-on-demand (VoD). Each Live/VoD session has only one video source, a large session of which can have tens of thousands peers online simultaneously.
For scalable content distribution, many streaming networks have become peer-to-peer (P2P) based [9] , [10] , [12] . Most designs are BitTorrent-like data driven approaches: guided by a tracker, peers (viewing the same video) connect with some neighbors to form an overlay mesh network to relay data. A source encodes small clips of video data called pieces; a peer can download pieces from the source directly; or a peer can also exchange piece bitmaps with a neighbor so that they can request pieces from each other.
The key data structure of a streaming application is its content buffer. Taking a peer in a Live session as an example, its buffer status at time t = 100 is shown in Figure 1 . A shaded piece is one that has been downloaded; otherwise the piece is still missing. The rightmost piece of the buffer is the most recent piece produced by the source, and we refer to this piece as the sourcepoint. Another important piece at this moment is the next piece to be delivered to the media player; we refer to it as the playpoint. For VoD, there is no sourcepoint, since all content are already available. A main metric of streaming performance is piece missing ratio, which is the fraction of pieces that are not received by the playback deadline. 
2) MULTI-RATE SUPPORT
Multi-rate support is necessary to deal with the inherent heterogeneity among streaming users. For example, a user inside an ADSL network usually has much lower uplink and downlink bandwidth compared with another user in an enterprise network. Another reason may be user requirement: a user with an iPhone has much smaller screen size compared with normal users; receiving high resolution streaming is no more than a waste in this case.
There are two common multi-rate coding approaches: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [31] and Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [32] . SVC encoder generates one base video layer and several enhancement layers; the base layer is required for decoding in all receivers; the enhancement layers are optional and can be received to improve video quality. As a comparison, MDC generates multiple substreams, and each substream can be independently decoded; the more substreams received, the better the video quality. Multi-rate coding schemes all have coding overhead: compared with single-rate coding for the same quality, the overhead of SVC can range from 10% to 50% with different configurations, and MDC has an overhead of 30% to 40% [31] , [33] - [35] .
Another multi-rate approach is Partitioning, which is widely used for dynamic streaming [36] . A single source is encoded to several versions with different qualities and rates; specific receivers are partitioned to different groups according to their received versions; only receivers in the same group can help each other, as content are different among groups. Evidently, the coding overhead of singlelayer Partitioning scheme are negligible compared to the SVC and MDC.
3) MPVC UNIQUE CHALLENGES
Multi-party video conferencing has two unique challenges. First of all, the delay requirement is more stringent. In video telephony, users' QoE degrades significantly if the one-way video delay goes over 350 milli-seconds [15] . As a comparison, Live normally can tolerates tens of seconds of content delay [10] .
Secondly, compared with other streaming, MPVC is much more bandwidth-demanding.. A MPVC session has multiple concurrent video sources, and each receiver may watch videos of all other participants. For Live and VoD, the required system capacity increases linearly with the number of peers; while for MPVC, the required capacity is increasing quadratically.
B. MULTI-PARTY CONFERENCING SYSTEMS
Recently, the increasingly faster residential network accesses gradually pave the way for end-consumers' MPVC services. Commercial platforms start to offer MPVC services to endconsumers [1] - [5] ; there also exists several academic works for P2P-based MPVC [25] - [29] .
Commercial MPVC solutions can be classified to two categories, and both have limitations. The first category is largely server-based: a participant chooses a dedicated server as his proxy, and uploads his video data to the proxy; the video from other participants are firstly aggregated by the proxy and then downloaded by this participant; Skype Video Calls and Goolge+ Hangout fall in this category. It is well known that, sever-based conferencing solutions are not economically scalable, hence their prospect of free or low price service provision remains doubtful (if not completely impossible). The second category is Simulcast: each participant splits his uplink bandwidth equally among all receivers and streams to each receiver separately; Apple iChat falls in this category. Simulcast is simple to implement, but tends to produce unsatisfactory quality: participants with low uplink bandwidth have to encode with low video rate and this significantly degrades the perceptual experience of other users.
For existing academic solutions, so far none of them considers all robust issues mention in § I simultaneously. Table 1 summarizes some related work. Specifically, Ponec et al. [25] , [26] support multi-rate video conferencing via SVC techniques. Assuming uplink is the only bottleneck, they develop optimal tree packing algorithms for the multi-rate multi-cast problem. They do not explicitly handle the delay constraint, while instead limit the tree depth to two hops. Zhao et al. [28] is similar in terms of network assumption. The unique feature of this work is the oneview mode support, where each participant can choose one user to watch at high video quality, and watch all other participants' videos at the minimum video quality; in this case the multi-rate approach is actually receiver-partitioning. Kurdoglu et al. [29] considers both uplink and downlink network bottlenecks, however, packet loss and transmission delay is ignored in the design of the system. The work closest to CoolConferencing is Celebrity [27] . The solution handles both bandwidth and delay aspects explicitly for a MPVC design. Based on distributed rate control protocol, Celebrity can adapt to topologies and network conditions quickly. However, multi-rate and helper support are not considered by the project.
To our best knowledge, CoolConferencing is the first system that simultaneously considers all robust issues. Shown in Table 1 , none of existing work supports flexible anyview mode. An additional difference is that: all existing solutions are tree based, which is less robust and resilient than the data-driven approaches. There are also loosely-related works. Liang et al. [37] study the optimal bandwidth sharing across multiple MPVC sessions. Feng et al. [38] propose that video conferencing should take the advantage from the inter-datacenter network in the cloud. Their contributions are orthogonal to CoolConferencing.
III. OVERVIEW AND BUILDING BLOCKS
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Similar to other P2P streaming systems, CoolConferencing has the following logic components: (1) trackers to help peers connect to other peers; (2) sources generate conference streaming; (3) receivers as the consumer of streaming; (4) suppliers which relay the streaming for sources.
There are two kinds of peers. The first is participant. A participant can act as a source, a receiver, or a supplier, and mostly all of these roles. Each participant has an anyview user interface. This interface enables a user to arrange other participants to three groups according to his preference: Participant Important (PI ), Participant Normal (PN ) and invisible, an example of which is shown in Figure 2 The second is helper. Note that a helper doesn't need a user interface. Instead, a special helper algorithm decides which data it should receive and forward to help the session ( § IV-D).
In this part, we first introduce the topology construction among peers ( § III-B); the data delivery protocol is presented in § III-C; multi-rate support is discussed in § III-D; finally the update protocol is defined ( § III-E).
B. OVERLAY TOPOLOGY
In CoolConferencing, a fundamental decision is the topology of each session's overlay. Due to that the numbers of users in a Live/VoD session are usually large, it is impossible for each node to connect to every other node; as a result, their topologies are usually mesh. However, a MPVC session is in general small in size, as the number of participants seldom goes beyond 10 -15 [25] . Exploiting this feature, CoolConferencing chooses a hybrid structure: a full-mesh for network information exchange such as the neighbor buffer map and delay map, and a mesh for the delivery of user data. Due to that the network delay among peers may be large and the users' video streams are delay sensitive, CoolConferencing cannot use full-mesh to deliver data packets, as that may violate the playback deadline. However, signal packets are not deadline-sensitive; with a full-mesh based information exchange , each peer can have a global view of the whole content overlay. The benefit is to improve the efficiency of peers' distributed scheduling decisions ( § IV).
C. DATA DELIVERY
There are two data delivery approaches: pull and push. In pull mode, each peer updates its piece buffermap to the network; a receiver issues a request for a piece; the supplier sends the piece. In push mode, a receiver subscribes a layer/substream/version to a supplier, and the new streaming data pieces are sent directly to the receiver by the supplier, as soon as it is generated or received from another peer. P2P Live and VoD systems mostly use pull mode. However, its additional content delay is roughly three times of one-way delay between two peers: one for buffermap updates, one for piece request, and the last for piece send. As a comparison, push-based delivery can have a delay as low as just one time of one-way delay. Due to the stringent delay requirement, CoolConferencing chooses the push-based data delivery. Similar to existing streaming platforms, we use UDP to send the pieces, and rely on application level congestion control to modulate the traffic.
D. MULTI-RATE
CoolConferencing uses a unified framework to support three multi-rate approaches. Specifically, we adopt the abstraction channel to denote: either a layer in SVC, or a substream in MDC, or a rate version in Partitioning. Each source publishes the availability of channels; each receiver sends subscription to selected channels, based on user's any-view preference. For simplicity of presentation, in this paper we assume two quality levels for each approach.
Specifically, each SVC source has two layers (L and H ); from the perspective of a receiver, we use PI (L)/PI (H ) to denote the base layer and the enhancement layer of a PI ; while for a PN , only the the base layer PN (L) is requested. Correspondingly, in our example, MDC has two substreams (0 and 1), and Partitioning has a low rate version and high rate version (L and H ).
An important problem is: how to define priority among channels to solve resource competition? The rationale behind the priority definition is that: (1) it is more important to make all specified participants visible, compared with only PI visible but with high quality; hence PI (L), PN (L) > PI (H ); and (2) since PI > PN , it is reasonable to set PI (L) > PN (L). Start from here, for SVC, the priority defined by CoolConferencing is PI (L) > PN (L) > PI (H ). This is also consistent with SVC coding characteristics: enhancement layer is useless without the base layer [39] .
MDC is more complicated: there is no semantic priority among substreams. For example, for a PN source, a receiver can choose either substream 0 or 1, both achieve the same quality; for a PI , a receiver needs to subscribe both. The problem is that: random selection of substreams from the same source hurts the sharing opportunity in a P2P system (demonstrated later in § V-B). CoolConferencing instead requires each source to pre-define a priority to all substreams, then priority rule similar to SVC can be derived.
Partitioning is even more complicated, since its low version and high rate version are mutually exclusive. The priority defined by CoolConferencing is PI (L) > PI (H ), PN (L). When competing for bandwidth, PI (H ) and PN (L) should be treated equally; however, a receiver would downgrade to PI (L) from PI (H ) only if it cannot receive a stable high quality version of a PI ; for this reason, CoolConferencing gives high priority to PI (L).
The priority of bandwidth is enforced in suppliers' uplink scheduling ( § IV-C). We believe these designs can be easily extended to support more complex scenarios, such as more-than-two-channel multi-rate schemes, or with different priority rules.
E. UPDATE
An update message between two nodes contains important information. The first information is node's buffermap, which is used to describe the delay of the channels and contains both the generated and the currently subscribed channels (from other participants). Together with each channel, the content delay is also attached. Since pieces are sequentially pushed from a supplier to a receiver, content delay can instead be denoted by the largest index of the received pieces (Figure 3) . With this information, the delay control of a receiver (for supplier selection of channels) is more convenient. The second information is the delay map which contains the delays between each pair of nodes. A node module monitors the one-way delay between the node and all other peers (Section IV); the purpose is also to help delay control. The third information is downlink channel piece missing ratio, which is defined as the ratio between the pieces received at a certain peer and the pieces sent by its supplier, and denoted by DH for notational brevity. The fourth information is an uplink piece missing index denoted by UH , which reports the estimated uplink bandwidth. A peer's UH is defined as the average of the UH of its receivers. Figure 4 depicts the system diagram of a CoolConferencing node. There are four key data components: (1) content buffer, which stores both the data of generated video channels by the user himself, and the data of channels received from other participants; (2) node buffermap, which maintains and updates information of buffered (generated and received) channels; (3) neighbor buffermap, which receives and maintains buffermap information from other participants; (4) delay map, which contains the measured delay between the node and other participants. There are three key modules.
IV. PEER DESIGN A. SYSTEM DIAGRAM

1) PARTICIPANT MANAGER
Participant Manager maintains the information of all other participants in the session. A key function here is to generate the delay map. 
2) DOWNLINK MANAGER
There are many roles for Downlink Manager. First, based on receiver's preference of sources and current network status, it chooses which of source's channel to request. Second, for each selected channel, there usually exists a number of suppliers. Downlink Manager selects, based on neighbors' update information, from which supplier to request. Downlink Manager also periodically scans for better suppliers for an already-subscribed channel for the purpose of better performance. Lastly, Downlink Manager needs to maintain downlink lossy index DH for each channel.
3) UPLINK MANAGER
Uplink manager has three functions. The first is to estimate uplink bandwidth based on the current congestion level and derive uplink piece missing index UH . The second is to perform prioritized uplink scheduling based on estimated bandwidth. The third function is to perform admission control based on UH .
B. DOWNLINK ALGORITHMS 1) SELECT CHANNEL
Initial channel selection is straightforward for SVC: for PI , both PI (H ) and PI (L) are selected; for PN , only PN (L) is selected. Given source determined substream priority, MDC channels can be selected in a similar way. For Partitioning, since H and L are exclusive, PI (H ) will be selected first for a PI ; if after a certain period, PI (H ) cannot obtain stable performance, Downlink Manager cancels PI (H ) and turned to PI (L).
2) SELECT SUPPLIER
Above all, the playback deadline T j of channel j should be respected. Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo code of supplier
C ← i(put i in the candidate suppliers set C) 5: end if 6 : end for 7: for all i ∈ C do 8: increasingly sort all the suppliers in terms of UH i 9: end for 10: return i with the minimum UH i 11: end procedure selection. For a receiver n, each supplier i's channel delay L ij which stands for the delay of the channel when arriving at this supplier, and nodes' delay map information D ni are used together to get a set of the candidate suppliers set C (Line 2 to Line 6). Then the candidate set is sorted by examining the suppliers' uplink lossy status UH i (Line 8), and the one with the minimum UH i is returned.
C. UPLINK ALGORITHMS 1) UPLINK BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION
Downlink lossy status DH ij report from receivers i is basically the piece missing ratio of channel j. If only a small fraction of receivers report missing ratio, it is an indication that there are network bottlenecks in the path from n to the receivers. Otherwise, all receivers report high missing ratio, then it is a clear indication that supplier n has overloaded its uplink bandwidth. In this case, Uplink Manager set uplink lossy index UH n to be the average of all DH ij reports.
Accordingly, Uplink Manager also adjusts its bandwidth estimation. Let BW t denotes the uplink bandwidth estimation in time t, Algorithm 2 lists the pseudo code. Basically, CoolConferencing emulates DCTCP [40] behaviour: when UH n is zero, estimation is increased; otherwise, it reduces proportionally to the piece missing ratio. Each supplier maintains three priority queues; when a new piece is generated or received from other participants, it is duplicated for forwarding to subscribed receivers; these pieces enter the corresponding priority queue first; based on the estimated uplink bandwidth BW t , periodical paced sending is performed in the supplier; the dequeue sequence follows strict priority (green > yellow > red).
Shown in Figure 5 is a SVC example: receiver C sets A as PI and B as PN ; receiver D sets B as PI and A as PN ; E sets both A and B as PI ,and it is the supplier of both A
and B. E receives A(H )/A(L) and B(H )/B(L) from A and B respectively; as a supplier, it forwards A(H )/A(L)/B(L) to C and A(L)/B(H )/B(L) to D. According to the channel subscription update from receivers, E decides that A(L) C and B(L) D should enter the green queue; A(L) D and B(L) C should enter the yellow queue;A(H ) C and B(H )
D should enter the red queue. MDC approach uses a similar setting. As mentioned above, Partitioning should be different in uplink scheduling. In this case, only two queues are deployed in a supplier: a green queue for PI (L) and a yellow queue for PI (H ) and PN (L) together.
3) ADMISSION CONTROL
Normally, every incoming push request is accepted when UH n is zero or low; otherwise if UH n is higher than a threshold, all new requests are directly rejected.
D. HELPER ALGORITHM
In a helper node, the helper logic module is activated in the Downlink Manager. When a helper still has available uplink bandwidth, it dynamically picks a channel to receive and forward for the session based on the criteria in the following. Specifically, CoolConferencing has developed two intuitive channel picking algorithms: (1) Worst First, where the helper monitors the whole session, and selects the channel with the worst service quality; (2) Random, where the choice is made randomly.
Note that helper always request from source, and we enforce an extra priority (over all other traffic) for helper traffic in source uplink scheduling.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the different aspects of CoolConferencing. The evaluation is performed in a packet-level event-driven simulator written in C++, in which part of the code are from our previous live streaming platform [11] . We set the playback mode to 40 pieces per second; each experiment runs for 30 minutes. Note that we do not explicitly set the rate of channel; it is normalized to the number pieces per second, hence we can emulate arbitrary streaming rate by specify the size of each piece.
Throughout the paper, we use a toy topology (shown in Figure 6 ) as a default setting, where each link has a network delay of 50 ms. The conferencing overlay contains 12 participants, and the delay between each pair of nodes is dominated by the shortest physical path (e.g., 250 ms between peer 1 and 12). The major control parameter is supply ratio, which is the ratio between the total participants' upload capacity and the total demand of streaming bandwidth. In this topology, the upload capacity is randomly allocated to each peer. We set the play-back deadline to 350 ms, thus not every multi-hop path can satisfy the deadline (e.g., 1 → 12 → 2). Without explicit note, two-layer SVC is used as the default multi-rate scheme, where layer 0 is the base layer, and layer 1 is the enhancement layer; we assume all layers have the same rate for simplicity; the default supply ratio is set to 1. We select 4 nodes (1, 4, 9, and 12) as sources that can serve highquality streaming. For each participant, two high-quality PI s and four low-quality PN s are randomly selected as his anyview preference (e.g., 4 and 12 are PI s for node 1). In this setting, for a normalized demand 1 in SVC, 75% demand should go to layer 0, and 25% should go to layer 1: each PI needs one H and one L; each PN needs one L; hence for each viewer, the ratio between H and L is 2 v.s. 6.
The following performance metrics are used: (1) good throughput, which is an indication of uplink network resource utilization; (2) bandwidth sharing, which is the resource usage split among layer 0 and layer 1 channels; and (3) continuity index, which is the ratio between the pieces played and the total number of pieces within the deadline of 350ms (i.e., 1 minus piece missing ratio).
Summary of Results:
• We show that CoolConferencing can deliver close to optimum performance under stable network environments, with the presence of bottlenecks in network core, and under dynamic network scenarios, such as variation of link, node and user any-view preference( § V-A.1).
• We evaluate important components, and demonstrate that fine-tuned helper algorithms can deliver significant better performance than a naive random solution, priority mechanism in uplink scheduling is critical, and different multi-rate approaches have their advantages in different scenarios ( § V-B).
• We evaluate the performance of the CoolConferencing compared to the Mutualcast and layered distributionbased P2P video conferencing systems in [29] and the single-rate scheme Celerity in [27] , and validate the advantage of the proposed scheme. we can observe that the proposed CoolConferencing outperforms the Mutualcast [29] and Celerity [27] in the whole region of supply rate. And as the supply ratio decreases, the gains over Mutualcast [29] become more and more significant. Moreover, it is shown that when the helper is enabled in CoolConferencing, the gain over Mutualcast [29] and Celerity [27] can be even more manifest( § 5.3).
A. COOLCONFERENCING UNDER VARIOUS ENVIRONMENT 1) STABLE ENVIRONMENT
We start by evaluating CoolConferencing in stable environments. The supply ratio is increased from 0.7 to 1.1. In Figure 7 , the results are averaged over the data of all nodes. Figure 7 (a) demonstrates the ratio of total good throughput versus the demand and supply. When supply is less than or equal to demand (i.e., supply ratio 0.7 to 1.0), the provided capacity is fully utilized: as shown in the figure, the throughput/supply ratio is always close to 100%; it only drops when bandwidth is over-provisioned (i.e., supply ratio 1.1). It is clear that CoolConferencing can fully exploit the available bandwidth to meet the streaming demand. Figure 7 (b) presents the percentage of throughput used by layer 0 and 1: when supply is less than 0.75, even layer 0 demand cannot be fully met, hence almost all bandwidth is consumed by layer 0 in this case (supply ratio 0.7), due to its priority in uplink scheduling. With the increase of supply, layer 1 channels gradually gets more bandwidth: its share increases from nearly 0 (supply ratio 0.7) to nearly 25% (supply ratio 1.0 and 1.1), consistent with its share in demand.
The continuity index, which relates with participant's Quality-of-Experience (QoE) directly, is shown in Figure 7 (c): with a supply ratio 0.7, PI and PN in average have a continuity index of 96%/87% respectively; when the bandwidth supply increases, all participants quickly approach 100% in continuity index.
We decompose the continuity performance to PN − Low, PI − Low and PI − High respectively, to further check the effects of multi-rate priority control; as mentioned above, here we assume PN only receive one layer and the quality is PN − Low; PI − Low/PI − High are the quality of PI with one/two received layers separately.
As shown in Figure 8 , the queue based scheduling faithfully enforces the priority: even with a supply ratio 0.7, PI can achieve a 95.77% continuity (8.33% are PI − High); this indicates that almost all PI are visible to the participants in such a constrained scenario. As a comparison, PN is around 87.44%, as it is inferior when compete with PI . When supply increases to 0.8, PN −Low quickly increases to 99.9%, which indicates fully satisfied; the visible ratio of PI (PI − High + PN − Low) is also over 99.9%, while 20.82% is high quality. With the further increase of supply, more and more PI move to higher quality. Note that in Figure 8 , we compute the Continuity Index for PI and PN separately. Thus, when the supply ratio is high, the percentage for (PI-Low+PI-High) is almost 100% and the percentage for PN is also 100%. To sum up, it is clear that CoolConferencing can deliver close to optimum performance under stable network environments.
2) BOTTLENECK IN THE NETWORK CORE
In this part, we first evaluate the impacts of in-network bottlenecks. Specifically, 10% of the overlay links are randomly chosen to have 0 capacity; other links are proportionally amplified to maintain the total supply ratio unchanged. The results (black) are shown in Figure 9 (a): the performance of both layers are close to the results of stable scenario (red), which does not have bottlenecks. Our analysis of the experiment log verifies that Select Supplier module can avoid bottleneck links; also, Uplink Bandwidth Estimation correctly identifies the existence of link bottleneck, and the uplink bandwidth can be correctly estimated.
One step further, we evaluate CoolConferencing with several random topologies with network bottleneck. The results (green) in Figure 9 (a) are even a little bit better than our default toy topology. The conclusion is that CoolConferencing can provide close to optimum performance even with the presence of bottlenecks in the network core.
3) DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
In this part, we consider the impact of dynamics on system performance. There are three kinds of dynamics: link, node and user any-view preference.
In the first experiment, we set the uplink bandwidth of all nodes to be dynamically changing. More specifically, in the simulation, the uplink bandwidth for the nodes changes every 5 seconds. In the simulation, the dynamics of uplink bandwidth for all the nodes are changed dynamically according the ratio summarized in the Table 2 . As shown in Figure 9 (b), we can see that CoolConferencing can respond to bandwidth changes: as the uplink bandwidth decreases, continuity index for the system decreases accordingly; then the performance recovers after the bandwidth gets back to normal.
In the second experiment, we emulate node dynamics. In the example topology, peer 11 is not a high-quality source, and its demand and capacity happen to be similar. At 10 minutes, peer 11 is removed from the system, and it comes back at 20 minutes. As shown in Figure 9 (c), since peer 11's dynamic does not affect the system's total supply ratio, the continuity index of both layers almost maintain stable for all the node dynamic events.
In the third experiment, we emulate the dynamic of user behaviours, i.e., preferred any-view profile. More specifically, peer 7 alternatively selects node 1 and 9 as his preferred high-quality source, every 5 minutes. In the whole process, the system good throughput of both layers remain stable. Peer 7's continuity index of source 1 and 9 are shown in Figure 9 (d): the transition between quality levels is smooth.
B. COMPONENT EVALUATION 1) HELPER ALGORITHM
In this part, we illustrate the effectiveness of different helper algorithms. We choose the most challenging scenario with supply ratio 0.7. When an experiment starts, we add a helper in 5 minutes. For each case, the added helper capacity is increased from 0.1 to 0.4 (total capacity increases to 0.8 until 1.1). Two algorithms are compared: Worst First and Random.
As shown in Figure 9 (e), Worst First helper is significantly better the than Random algorithm. For example, when adding 0.3 supply ratio by helper, Worst First's continuity index of layer 0 is 5% higher than that of the Random helper, and layer 1 is even 13% higher.
Note that our helper algorithm does not enforce priority of layer 0 over layer 1; when compared with a non-helper case with the same supply ratio, the results obtained are different: the with-helper case has lower performance for layer 0 and higher performance for layer 1.
2) PRIORITIZED UPLINK SCHEDULING
In this part, we analyze the effect of prioritized uplink scheduling on system performance. We intentionally disable the priority of layer 0 in uplink scheduling. Now all traffic have equal weights.
The results are shown in Figure 9 (f). In the figure, without priority, layer 1's traffic can get a significantly higher share of bandwidth; as a consequence, layer 0's continuity index is significantly affected. The conclusion is that priority in uplink scheduling is critical.
3) COMPARISON OF SVC, MDC, AND PARTITIONING
In this part, we compare different multi-rate approaches. For MDC, in our setting, a receiver requests for all two substreams from a preferred PI source, and chooses substream 0 for a PN source. Partitioning simply follows the procedure defined by the Select Channel module. We set a control threshold for video quality: when a channel has a piece missing ratio larger than 10%, the channel cannot be decoded; the receiver needs to change from PI − High to PI − Low. Figure 10 (a) shows the breakdown of playback time by number of experienced substreams under MDC. For example, when the supply ratio is 0.7, for a PI, a participant can only watch 2 substreams for 8.33% of the whole process (high quality); for 87.44% of total time, he can only watch 1 substream (low quality); and even worse, for 4.23% of total time, no substream from this PI can be viewed in a reasonable quality. With the increase of supply ratio, the user perceived quality also increases: when the supply ratio equals 1, there is almost no source getting dropped at all, although a small portion of preferred PI sources are viewed in low quality. The same goes for Partitioning. As shown in Figure 10(b) , the percentage of full rate playback time is very low when the supply ratio is 0.7, and gradually increases with supply.
We have found that the bandwidth utilizations of MDC and SVC are higher than Partitioning. As shown in Figure 10 (c), the utilization of total upload bandwidth can be as low as 75% in Partitioning approach. With layered coding (SVC/MDC), receivers receiving different subsets of layers can still share common layers: in SVC all receivers would at least share the base layer; MDC is similar, especially after CoolConferencing enforces substream priority. With Partitioning, for a single source, only receivers requesting the same version can share content with each others; as a result, the upload bandwidth utilization of Partitioning could be lower in certain scenarios. This observation is consistent with other researches [29] .
An interesting observation is that: when considering coding efficiency, the results are different. We consider the coding overhead in the above results by multiplying an effective factor (i.e., 0.6 for MDC and 0.7 for SVC). As shown in Figure 11 , even with lower bandwidth utilization, Partitioning sometimes has superior performance than MDC/SVC when the supply ratio is equal to or higher than 1. The insight is that we might need to use different multi-rate support schemes under different supply ratios. 
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER VIDEO CONFERENCING SYSTEMS
In this subsection, we provide numerical results to evaluate the performance of the CoolConferencing compared to other video conferencing systems and validate the advantage of the proposed scheme.
Specifically, we compare the performance of the proposed CoolConferencing with the layered distribution-based P2P video conferencing proposed in [29] , as well as the single-rate scheme called Celerity [27] . In the evaluation the number of peers participating the video conferencing is set to be twelve and the network topology is set to be the same as in Fig. 6 . In particular, for CoolConferencing, performances with or without Helper are both evaluated. It is noted that the video conferencing scheme in [29] employs SVC as well, which considers the bottleneck of both the uplink and downlink bandwidth. It is essentially a Mutualcast scheme, which employs 1-hop and 2-hop Mutualcast trees to distribute the layered encoded video of each source. On the other hand, Celerity can handle both bandwidth and delay restrictions which is superior to the Mutualcast scheme without considering the delay effect.
From Fig. 12 , we can observe that the proposed CoolConferencing outperforms the Mutualcast system in [29] as well as the Celerity in [27] in the whole region of supply rate. And as the supply ratio decreases, the gains over [29] and Celerity in [27] .
Mutualcast and Celerity become more and more significant. Specifically, when the supply ratio of the system equals to 1, the CoolConferencing can achieve around 25% gain over Mutualcast [29] . The reason is that, packet loss and transmission delay is ignored in the design of the system in [29] , while CoolConferencing takes uplink and downlink channel piece missing ratio as well as the nodes' delay map information into consideration explicitly, and hence is able to adapt to the realistic network bottleneck. On the other hand, both CoolConferencing and Celerity incorporate the delay into the scheme design, and both have better performance against Mutualcast. In particular, CoolConferencing is superior to Celerity and when the supply ratio of the system equals to 1, the CoolConferencing can achieve around 9% gain over Celerity [27] . This is because CoolConferencing can support multi-rate and when the supply ratio is small, CoolConferencing can employ multi-rate backoff and use only one layer to transmit. Note that the supply ratio increases, the continuity index of them will reach unanimity gradually. Moreover, it is shown that when a Helper is enabled in CoolConferencing, the continuity of CoolConferencing is enchanced in the whole supply ratio regime, and the gain over Mutualcast [29] becomes even more manifest.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a P2P-based any-view video conferencing system CoolConferencing with the modularized designs, which is a robust system that meets all four requirements simultaneously. In the design, we consider the robust and flexible framework which can support more free-perspective selection in video conferencing scenario. The core operations follow the easy-to-implement, robust and resilient data-driven principle, and can adapt to network dynamic distributedly and quickly. Different from other previous works, we fully take account of the networking issues, heterogeneous clients, and scheduling algorithm. Extensive evaluation to demonstrate that CoolConferencing could deliver close to optimum performance under various network environments. 
